OUR FACE CARES
1 hour - €70

EQUATORIA
- Nourishing face care This exotic care rehydrates and feeds effectively all the types of skins and more particularly
the dry skins. He smooths and plumps the lines, shades off wrinkles, while bringing an
immediate radiance.

- Face care Geisha Original Purity - With Jade Stone This purifying, moisturizing and plumping care smooths the lines and offers a pure and
bright complexion. He marries the art of the Japanese gestures with care products of a pure
white. Freed of its impurities, the skin finds neatness, brightness and freshness, the
complexion is cleared up. Adapted to the mixed normal skins in fat in search of purity.

- Youth face care - Royal Softness with Rose Moisturizing, nourishing, soothing and regenerating recommended to all the types of skins
and more particularly to the sensitive skins, subject to red patches and to daily outside
attacks as well as to mature skins wishing to find comfort, nutrition, and hardening of the
cutaneous tissue.

THEMAE
- Face care Hydration Strategy This care stages all the benefactions of the tea to bring the hydration necessary for skins in
lack of water. The skin is intensely oxygenated and the features rested. It is the care of the
"city" skins done root canal work, tired by an aggressive and polluted environment.

OUR MASSAGES
Back & Face, Feet & Hands or Back & Legs
The well-being break (30 min): € 45 – The full massage (1 hour): €85

EQUATORIA
- "Sweet Lomi" Massage From traditional Hawaii, the Sweet Lomi Massage offers a wide variety of therapies to
alleviate pain, release tension and promote healing. It usually uses the forearms.

- Balinese Massage This techniques massage include acupressure, skin rolling and flicking, firm and gentle
stroking, percussion, and application of essential oils.

- “Mille et Une Nuits Etoilées” Massage A complete massage from the land of a thousand and one nights. Removing and
rebalancing, the pressure should neither be too soft nor too hard.

THEMAE
- Ayurvédique Abhyanga This powerful, deep and rhythmic complete massage will strongly work onto the
muscles by alternating movements for more tonic and balancing stimulations.

- 4 Teas Regenerating Back Massage This treatment combines deep muscular techniques (pressure and kneading) and Thai
stretching. It is meant to ease tensions from the back and the legs by deeply undoing it.

- Singaporean Inspired by Korean, Indian and Chinese massages, this massage focused on the energetic
areas, will make the tiredness of the body and the soul go away. Gestures are intense and
particularly focused on feet, the belly and the back.

SPECIFICITIES
EQUATORIA
- Hot Stone Massage (1h15) - €100
Ultimate Relaxation using the volcanic rocks, mixed up to a soft and complete massage.

- Massage for Pregnant Women (45 min) - €65
Relaxation muscular massage adapted to the physical and changing condition of pregnant
women.

- Purifying Back Care (45 min) - €65
A Sugar Scrub followed by a relaxing massage and a Rhassoul wrap.

- Nordic Getaway (1h15) - €100
15 minutes in a traditional Finnish sauna, a back scrub with relaxing essential oils, then a
fresh and invigorating shower and at the end a hot stones back massage.

THEMAE
- Themae Ceremony (1h15) - €120

This complete care combines a back massage with a legs massage and the Hydration
Strategy face care to bring you to a total well-being.

SCRUBS
Our body scrubs (30 Minutes) - 30 €
Scrub with white sand from Bora Bora with Monoi
Sweet Scrub Pomegranate & Fig
Cocooning Scrub with Himalaya salt

